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The (Post)Graduate Academy of Goethe University

structured – career-oriented – personal

Information for Doctoral Candidates
Individual Advice

Are you not yet sure about starting a PhD project? Are you having difficulties with your doctoral studies? The GRADE Team supports you during your decision-making processes and helps with problems during your doctoral studies.

Structured Doctoral Education

We provide a comprehensive qualification program to all doctoral candidates of Goethe University Frankfurt and support you individually to organize your doctoral studies.

Ready for Your Career

Get prepared for your career inside or outside academia and gain insights into various professional fields. Build your future network at GRADE.

“GRADE provided all valuable and technical skills around real career scenarios. Highly interactive, designed to drill down on critical topics, helping to make informed decisions for your future.”

Banaja Dash, Biochemistry
GRADE – Service

**Training** choose workshops from our extensive Training Program
**Career Talks** meet experts from academia, the economy and NGOs
**Initiatives** establish your own working group
**Social Events** explore the cultural side of Frankfurt with your peers
**Networking** create and develop your own network
**Coaching** talk to a professional coach about academic or personal issues

**International Candidates** get assistance upon your arrival at Goethe University Frankfurt
We offer you a variety of workshops covering research-related skills. In addition, our program offers training and guidance for your individual career development.

GRADE has no set curriculum, so you can select the workshops that best meet your needs.
Register with GRADE at no charge and use our entire service package. The main requirement is being admitted as a doctoral candidate at Goethe University Frankfurt.

You have not yet been admitted to a faculty at Goethe University Frankfurt? Please get in touch with us for further assistance.

**Two easy steps to join GRADE:**

- Prove your admission to a faculty at Goethe University Frankfurt
- Complete the GRADE registration form

Find all necessary forms at:
- www.grade.uni-frankfurt.de/application

Send your documents to:
- quality@grade.uni-frankfurt.de

GRADE looks forward to your application!

“Trainers at GRADE workshops are very experienced and capable. You get all relevant knowledge about good scientific practice, transferable skills, networking and helpful information regarding acquisition of your research funding.”

Monika Buchsbaum, Social Sciences
I finished my thesis successfully within three years due to the structured support of GRADE. In my present job, I still benefit from skills and networks I established as a GRADE participant.”

Dr. Katja Heubach, GRADE-Alumna, Biology

GRADE – Easy to Reach

Goethe Research Academy for Early Career Researchers
Goethe-Universität | Campus Westend
Building Languages, Cultures & Arts (SKW)
Rostocker Straße 2
D-60323 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
▶ Phone: +49 (0)69 798-49411
▶ Fax: +49 (0)69 798-49407
▶ E-mail: grade@uni-frankfurt.de

Find us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/GoetheResearchAcademy

www.grade.uni-frankfurt.de